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Introduction
CGM MEDEDI is your partner in Medical Billing
With a fully integrated MEDEDI you can send medical aid claims in real-time and know exactly what's covered,
speeding up payment and reducing losses.
Medical billing has a direct impact on a patient’s ability to pay. Typically impracticable and complex, billing and
payment systems often leave both patients and practice managers in the dark in terms of what is due.
CGM MEDEDI has been streamlining administrative and billing processes for healthcare practitioners like you for
over two decades, our efficient billing workflow results in a better patient experience.

Manage your practice schedule like a pro with CGM MEDEDI's Digital Calendar
Your practice calendar plays a critical part in effectively managing your practice schedule.
Now you can manage your patient bookings with ease. MEDEDI's digital calendar enables you to make bookings,
check your patient history, access the billing screen and so much more.

Good for business, great for patient care

LESS ADMIN
Empower your Practice Manager
by simplifying the daily tasks of
your medical practice.
Send medical scheme claims in real
time and save time by streamlining
and automating your back office
processes.

BUSINESS INSIGHTS
Keep an eye on seasonal trends
with patient stats whilst optimising
your time, use of facilities, and
resources.
Stay on top of your finances with
transactional reports, dashboards
and statistics that give you
actionable business insights.

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
Get the back office support you
need to focus on patient care.
Your personal Customer Success
advisor will make sure you get the
best out of CGM MEDEDI and our
friendly Support Centre agents will
answer your questions.

Powering a new generation of healthcare practices with CGM MEDEDI.
CGM MEDEDI gives you everything you need to run and grow a successful healthcare practice, the all-in-one
digital practice management system.
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BACKUPS
What is a backup?
A backup is the creation of an exact copy of all data in the MEDEDI system that will be all data up to the exact
point of the date and time that the backup is run. This means that all work done up to that point will be saved.

The importance of doing regular backups
Performing regular planned backups is of extreme importance. A backup will save all data on the MEDEDI system.
This is necessary in the case where something happens to the MEDEDI data and to prevent loss of information,
the backup can be restored in order to resume working.

The importance of storing a backup on an offline device
In the event that the server PC with MEDEDI stops working, or something happens to the PC, it is advisable to
make sure that backups are stored on a separate device or in a different location so that the data will be able to
be recovered.

Automatic scheduled backups
MEDEDI is scheduled to do a backup daily at 1am. For this to happen, the Server PC needs to remain switched on
for the backup to run.

Running a manual backup
Click on the backup icon created in order to run a manual backup.

Transferring backup to offline device
This will give the opportunity to transfer the backup data to an external device or alternative location. It is also
possible to store a backup on a cloud location such as Google Drive or Microsoft One Drive.

Backup alternatives (Azure hosted solution)
Our hosted solution (The Practice server is located on our secure Azure platform) is constantly maintained and
backed up, so backups will always be up to date and readily available.
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REMOTE ACCESS
What is Remote access?
Remote access is the ability to connect remotely to a hosted server on our Azure platform using an application to
ensure a secure and encrypted connection.
How to login using TSPlus
1. Click on the TSPlus icon on the desktop

2. When the TSPlus window opens, the Username and password will be auto saved for ease of use. Make
sure that the RemoteApp option is selected before clicking on the Log On button.

3. The Remote App menu will now appear on the screen giving the access to various options
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MEDEDI REMOTE SUPPORT
CGM AnyDesk download click on the following link: Anydesk - General - cgm.com
1. Select device and click on ‘Download Remotesupport’

2. Open the downloaded file ‘CGM_Remote_Support.exe’ file and install. This file will be in the downloads
folder.

3. Our CGM Support staff will need the number shown under ‘This Desk’ in order to connect to your PC to
provide assistance. This will show as a 6 digit number.
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Logging into MEDEDI CPS
1. Click on the MEDEDI CPS / Medical EDI button to login.

2. Enter the User Name and Password, then click the ‘OK button.

3. If you have forgotten your password, or wish to reset your password, click on ‘Forgot Password’. An OTP
will be sent to your cell number and you can type in a new password. NOTE THAT YOU CANNOT REUSE A
PASSWORD THAT YOU HAVE USED BEFORE.
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Main Menu Screen

Calendar
1. Navigate to calendar by clicking on the calendar button shown above (number 13).

2. Select Doctors. On the Calendar (Appointment Book) screen you can select/de-select the Doctors you
wish to view by ticking next to their name.

3. Calendar Settings. Under this option, you can change the operating time slots for the practice, select
default appointment durations and change operating hours for each day of the week. Click on the settings
wheel next to ‘Calendars’ in the top line.
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4. Change view and date. Here you can select if you would like to view calendar by day, week or month. You
can also select a date in the future or past to view appointment information.

5. Create a new appointment. To create a new appointment, click on the ‘Create a New Appointment’
button.

6. Fill out all the relevant information on this screen.
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7. Find appointment. This option will allow for you to search for a patient appointment by surname. Click on
the ‘Find an Appointment’ button.

8. Type in the Patient’s surname and it will bring up a list of all appointments booked under the patient’s
name. Select the relevant appointment and it will appear on the main appointment screen.

9. Print appointment list. This will allow you to print appointments per Doctor, or a combined list of all
Doctor’s appointments on a specific day. Select the relevant day to check and then click on the ‘Print
Appointments lists’ button.
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10. The appointment list can be directly printed out or saved as a pdf document.

Register a new patient (Medical Aid)
1. Register new patient via calendar. This will allow for a quick registration of basic patient information and
create a booking at the same time. Click on ‘Create a New Appointment’ button.

2. Start typing in the surname. If the patient already exists on MEDEDI, the name will appear on a list. If not,
then you can create a new patient profile at this step. Click on the Quick Register button to capture the
basic information. Additional information can be captured later as shown in the step below this.

3. The next window will ask for Patient information essential to the creation of a basic profile and
appointment.
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4. The Patient now has an appointment registered, but the details of the Patient file now need to be
updated accordingly. Right click on the appointment and select ‘View Patient Details’

5. The Patient file will now open and show only the basic info that was entered with the Quick Registration
step. Proceed to View / change patient details from here to begin completing the Patient file.

6. Register new patient via main menu. To register a new patient profile from the main menu, click on the
‘Register New Patient’ button.
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7. On this screen you will be able to enter more detailed information for the Patient. Essential information
include ID number, At least one address, a contact number (preferable cell number) and an email address
if available. Click on the ‘Accept Changes’ button when done. It is not essential to add in a referring
doctor or employer details at this point.

8. The next screen will appear asking for Medical Aid information. Here you can either enter the Medical Aid
details as given to you by the patient, or you can enter private if the patient is not on a medical aid.
Medical Aid
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Private

9. The next screen will ask for account information. Press enter to assign an account number (This number is
auto generated by MEDEDI. If there is a paper file that needs to be referenced, enter the file
name/number in the Filing Reference block. Then click on ‘Accept Changes’ button to proceed.

The Patient profile is now completed and can be billed.
10. View / Change Patient Details. This will allow you to view or change patient details as necessary. From the
main menu, click on the ‘View / Change Patient Details’ button. Here you can either search for the patient
by Surname or by their account number.
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11. Click on any of the buttons on the side to check or amend the relevant information on the patient profile.

12. Patient notes. This option will allow for notes to be added to the Patient profile.

NOTE THAT THIS OPTION CANNOT BE RESTRICTED TO SPECIFIC USERS, SO ANY INFORMATION ENTERED ON
THIS SCREEN CAN BE SEEN BY ANYONE WHO ACCESSES THE PATIENT’S PROFILE.

13. Allergies. To add in any applicable allergies, click on the ‘View / Change Personal Details’ button.
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14. Click on the ‘Allergies’ button.

15. Here you will be able to add in allergies as applicable. Click on the ‘+’ symbol to add.

16. Type in the allergy name to add to list.

17. The applicable allergy will now be on the Patient profile.

18. There will be a pop-up notification on this patient’s profile whenever a bill is created.
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Bill Patient
1. Bill patient (Medical Aid). From the main screen, click on the ‘Bill / Debit Patient(s)’ button.

2. Here you can search for a patient either by Surname or by Account number. Once correct Patient has
been selected, click on the ‘Bill Patient’ button.

3.

The Bill Details screen will now show, and you can start building the bill. First complete the top portion of
the screen and make sure the details are correct. These details include the Treating Doctor, The Charge
rate (this information is automatically linked to the medical aid details entered on the Patient Profile), The
Venue (Rooms / Hospital), referring Doctor (if applicable) and an Authorization number (if applicable).

4. Now add in the diagnoses codes. MEDEDI allows for up to 8 codes to be added. The diagnoses can either
be typed in by code (recommended) or by typing word.
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5. Next option is to add in Materials used (if applicable). Click on the ‘Materials Used’ button.

6. Here you can type in the NAPPI Code (recommended) or type in the description of the materials used.

7. Adjust the quantity of materials used and then add additional lines

8. Click on ‘Accept Changes’ to add all materials used and return to main billing screen. The materials will
now reflect on the billing screen.

9. Next option is to ad in procedure performed (if applicable). Click on the ‘Procedures Performed’ button.
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10. Add in the Procedure code for each procedure performed. Multiple codes can be entered on this screen.

11. Click on ‘Accept Changes’ to add all Procedures conducted and return to main billing screen. The Bill is
now ready to be checked to see if all information has been added before submission of the bill.

12. Once the bill has been checked and is ready to finalize, click on the ‘Submit Bill’ button to send through to
the relevant Medical Aid. The bill will be submitted and a response will be generated.
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13. Bill patient (Privately). From the main screen, click on the ‘Bill / Debit Patient(s)’ button.

14. Here you can search for a patient either by Surname or by Account number. Once correct Patient has
been selected, click on the ‘Bill Patient as Private’ button.

15. The Bill Details screen will now show, and you can start building the bill. First complete the top portion of
the screen and make sure the details are correct. These details include the Treating Doctor, The Charge
rate (this information is automatically linked to the medical aid details entered on the Patient Profile), The
Venue (Rooms / Hospital), referring Doctor (if applicable) and an Authorization number (if applicable).
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16. Now add in the diagnoses codes. MEDEDI allows for up to 8 codes to be added. The diagnoses can either
be typed in by code (recommended) or by typing word.

17. Next option is to add in Materials used (if applicable). Click on the ‘Materials Used’ button.

18. Here you can type in the NAPPI Code (recommended) or type in the description of the materials used.
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19. Adjust the quantity of materials used and then add additional lines.

20. Click on ‘Accept Changes’ to add all materials used and return to main billing screen. The materials will
now reflect on the billing screen.

21. Next option is to ad in procedure performed (if applicable). Click on the ‘Procedures Performed’ button.

22. Add in the Procedure code for each procedure performed. Multiple codes can be entered on this screen.

23. Click on ‘Accept Changes’ to add all Procedures conducted and return to main billing screen. The Bill is
now ready to be checked to see if all information has been added before submission of the bill.
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24. Once the bill has been checked and is ready to finalize, click on the ‘Accept Changes’ button to finalize
and create the bill. The bill will be created and a notification will be created on the main menu to collect
payment.

Notifications
Notifications will be displayed on the Main Screen when logging into MEDEDI CPS. The notifications will be listed
from newest (at the top of the screen) down to the oldest (at the bottom of the screen).

There are three different priority notifications that will be shown.
Priority 1 (RED) These notifications are communications from the Medical Aid.
Priority 2 (YELLOW) These are notifications that indicate that the payment must be collected from the patient.
Priority 4 (BLUE) These are system communications directly from MEDEDI. These notifications will include new
pricing update notifications, new version updates information and general information such as if our phone lines
are down or any other communication related information.

Recording a payment
Here you will be able to collect payment for patients who wish to settle their bills directly.
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1. On the Main Screen, click on the ‘Record / Allocate Payments’ button.

2. Click on the ‘Record Patient Payment’ button.

3. The user is able to find an account to make the patient payment into by the account number. If the user is
unsure of the patients account number, they can hit F3 on their keyboard while in this box to search for
patient using different criteria.

4. Enter the method of payment and then click on the ‘Accept Changes’ button to proceed to the next
screen.
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5. MEDEDI will automatically assign the next available Receipt number. The data can also be changed (IT IS
ADVISABLE TO POST PAYMENTS ON THE SAME DAY OF CONSULTATIONS WHENEVER POSSIBLE). Click ‘Ok’
to continue.

6. The payment received now needs to be allocated to the balance on the account in order to update the
outstanding balance. Once payment has been allocated, click on ‘Accept Changes’ to continue.
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7. The payment allocation is now complete and the patient’s account shows as up to date.
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Reverse a bill
1. On the Main Screen, click on the ‘View Account Info’ button.

2. The user can select the account by entering the account number, filing ref number or hitting F3 for the
advanced search on their keyboard. The selected accounts current information will appear, and the user
can continue.

3. Click on the ‘View Outstanding Bills’ button. This will then show all outstanding bills that are yet to be
settled.
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4. Double-click on the bill that needs to be reversed. This will open the Bill History screen with some
additional options.

5. Click on the ‘Reverse Bill’ button, this will bring up a confirmation window that requests a reason to be
entered in order to process. It is important to add in a valid note as to why the bill is being reversed for
accounting purposes.
6. Click on ‘Reverse’ to continue.

Recording a Medical Aid remittance
1. Click on the ‘Record / Allocate Payments’ button on the main screen.

2. Click on the ‘Record Medical Aid Remittance’ button.
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3. Enter the information provided by the Medical Aid for the relevant remittance. Be sure to include the
correct Scheme name, a reference number, the date that the remittance was received, the check total
amount received (This will be the full amount received from the Medica Aid).

4. At this point, the remittance that has been created can be saved and accessed again at a later stage. Or
click on the ‘Add Payments for Account’ button to continue.

5. For this example, the Medical Aid has paid the full amount and that amount can be allocated to all lines
by simply pressing the shortcut key “O” at the bottom of the screen and will add the correct amounts to
each line.
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6. Click on ‘Accept Changes’ to return to Remittance Screen.

Credit / Debit Journals
1. From the main menu, click on the ‘Record / Allocate Payments’ button.

2. Now click on the ‘Record Credit Journal’ button.

3. Enter the account number for the Patient file, Select the credit journal option, add in a value to allocate to
the account, insert a short reason for the credit journal and click on ‘Accept Changes’ button to continue.
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4. A window will pop up to enter a reference number. These numbers are auto generated by MEDEDI, but a
unique reference can be added in the space provided if needed. Click ‘Ok’ to finalize.

5. The account now has a credit balance

Recording a Macro
1. To create a Macro, you will need to create a dummy bill. To create the dummy bill, select any patient
profile to use via the ‘Bill / Debit Patient’ button. This is recommended for common consultation
treatments that are performed regularly in order to save time on admin.

2. Add in Diagnoses codes, Materials Used and Procedures performed.
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3. Once all the common items have been added in that you wish to record for future use, click on the
‘Record Macro’ button or press the ‘F7’ key to continue.

4. To make use of the recorded macro, go into the Bill / Debit Patient screen and return to the Bill Details.
The screen will have no billing information added. Click on the ‘Play Macro’ button or click on the ‘F8’
button to access the macro screen. Type in the name of the Macro you wish to use. At this point all the
saved lines will appear. Click on ‘Ok’ to add the items to the bill.
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5. The billing screen will now be populated by the saved lines in the macro. You can still add to this bill by
adding in more diagnoses, materials and procedures. Click on the ‘Accept Changes’ button or ‘Submit Bill’
button when completed.
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Reports
1. There are a multitude of different types of reports that can be run on MEDEDI. From the main screen, click
on the ‘View / Print Reports’ button.

2. This will now bring up the dashboard with some reports available as a visual display. There are more
options on the left of the screen to access many different types of reports.

3. Two reports that could prove most useful will be the Age Analyses report (on main report screen) and the
Week end claim status report which is listed under the ‘Week End Reports’ button.
AGE ANALYSES REPORT. This report will allow you to see which accounts have an outstanding amount and
how far back that amount goes (months). Enter the selections available on screen and click on the ‘View /
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Print’ button.

4. Once the report has run there is the option to print the report or to export the document.

5. With the Claims Status Report, this will give an overview of claims status with the Medical Aids. You can
print or export this report.

Stock
MEDEDI offers the functionality to keep accurate control of stock levels for any medications and supplies that are
used at the Practice or dispensed from the Practice.
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1. On the Main Menu, click on the ‘Stock Control’ button to access more options.

2. The most useful options on this menu will be Receive Goods, Set Stock Levels, Adjust Stock Levels, Stock
Take and View Print Reports.

3. To Receive goods into stock, click on the Receive Goods button. On this screen you will be able to load a
GRN (Goods Received Note) and you can also add in new Supplier information or amend existing supplier
information.

4. To add a new supplier or edit existing supplier information, click on the ‘Supplier Maintenance’ button.
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5. Enter the information accordingly and click ‘Accept’ to add to stock levels.

6. The pop-up window will give an option to add in minimum and maximum stock levels to maintain.

7. To set stock levels, click on the ‘Set Stock Levels’ button. From here you will be able to set the stock
levels.
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8. To adjust stock levels, click on the ‘Adjust Stock Levels’ button. From here you will be able to adjust stock
levels for various reasons.

9. To do a stock take, click on the ‘Stock Take’ button. Here you will be able to count stock on a regular basis
and make any adjustments to stock levels as necessary. Accept and update stock levels to save
information on MEDEDI.
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10. There are a multitude of various reports that can be run that will give information relating to stock in
MEDEDI. To access the various reports, click on the ‘View Print Reports’ button.
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MEDEDI ADMINISTRATOR
The MEDEDI Administrator is where a lot of configuration settings can be done that will pull through to MEDEDI
CPS. Here are a few that may be useful. NOTE THAT ONLY USERS WHO HAVE ADMINISTRATOR ACCESS WILL BE
ABLE TO LOGIN TO THIS.

Logging into MEDEDI Administrator
1. Click on the MEDEDI Administrator button to login.

2. Enter the User Name and Password, then click the ‘OK’ button.

3. If you have forgotten your password, or wish to reset your password, click on ‘Forgot Password’. An OTP
will be sent to your cell number and you can type in a new password. NOTE THAT YOU CANNOT REUSE A
PASSWORD THAT YOU HAVE USED BEFORE.
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Practice Details Settings
1. To review the Practice Details, click on the ‘Maintenance’ button from the main screen.

2. Then click on the ‘Practice Details’ button.

3. This screen will now show all the Practice details loaded and amend if necessary.

Email and SMS Settings
1. To review the Email and SMS settings, click on the ‘Maintenance’ button from the main screen.
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2. Then click on the ‘Email & SMS Settings’ button.

3. This is where the practice email settings will be added in. MEDEDI will send out emails directly using the
settings added into this screen.

Adding Users
1. From the main menu in Administrator, click on the ‘Users’ button.

2. On this screen you can add in User Names, add in their contact details (this is to reset a password with an
OTP being sent to the users phone or email directly. The passwords can be set to expire every 30/90/120
days or never if preferred. It is advisable to allow the passwords to expire in order to maintain high
security access.
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Referring Doctor
1. From the main menu in Administrator, click on the ‘Referring Doctor’ button.

2. On this screen you can add in regularly used Referring Doctors information. By doing so you will be able
to select the relevant doctor’s name and credentials when creating a bill for a patient in MEDEDI CPS.

Adding Venues
1. From the main menu in Administrator, click on the ‘Venue’ button.
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2. On this screen you will be able to add in more Venues. MEDEDI will come with three default Venues
(Hospital, Rooms and Telehealth). More can be added in if the Doctor needs to specify if they are
consulting at a different venue that is used on a regular basis.
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CGM PORTAL
The CGM Portal is a website where the Practice can login and access useful updates and other important
information. To Access the portal go to the following address: https://portal.cgmsa.co.za
Once logged in, there will be a whole host of options to choose from. The two most important ones are Pricing
updates and also MEDEDI updates.

Pricing Updates: MEDEDI
Pricing updates are done on a weekly basis with information provided to MEDEDI from MedPrax. If you have a
hosted server, the prices will be updated automatically on a set day of the week at a set time after hours. Under
Weekly Prices, the latest update will be the one shown in the top left corner along with a date it was published.
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Product Updates: MEDEDI
MEDEDI updates are done a few times a year. If you have a hosted server, the updates will automatically run on a
set day of the week at a set time after hours as soon as they become available. Under Product Updates, the latest
update will be the one shown in the top left corner along with a date it was published.
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